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i6 Ahstract
l'rt,viously, a TF3o Engine Model was optimized using strictly one dimensional modeling techniques
witll limited success in twitching the response of the engin e data. This program developed it Can
ttlodel usurp; two dimensional uunieling techniques to add dynainic radial coupling between the core
stream and the bypass strea)n of file Can. When incorpora ted into it coinp lete TF30 engine
simulation, the fan model greatly improved co.nlpression system frequency response to planar inlet
pressure disturbances up to loo Hz. The improved simulation also matched engine stability limits at
l:r H/, whereas the one dimensional t'an model required twice the inlet pressure amplitude to Mall
the simulation. With verification of the two-dimensional fail model. this, pr+rgranl Curtnttlated a
high frettuency F1(h)(2) engine simulation using row-hy-row compression system char.irteristics. In
addition ter the F11)(4:1) remote sp litter fan, the program modified the model Can r I airacteris(ics to
sinuilate it proximate splitter version of the MOW) engine. The response of the Flt)U models was
} compared to high fre(Iuent ,, (.7)0-60 11z) auginentor rumble data with good comparison of phase, but
differences in gaits. The source of the F100 model inaccuracy was traced to tilt , Can duct model.
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SUMMARY
Pratt & Whitnev Aircraft (soup, Government Products Division (P&WA /(BPD) con-
durted this program under National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Contract
NAS3 2160, to investigate techniques for improving turbofan engine digital model
high frequency response. A previous contract. NAS3-20292, optimized the dynamic configura-
tion of a TF30 engine model using strictly one-dimensional modeling techniques with limited
success in matching the response of the engine data. This program developed a fan model
using two dimensional modeling techniques to add dynamic radial coupling between the core
>tream and the b%pass stream of the fain. When incorporated into a complete TF30 engine
simulation, the fan model greatly improved compression system frequency response to planar
inlet pressure disturbances up to 100'Hx. The improved simulation also matched engine
stability limits :at 13'Hz, whereas the one-dimensional fan model required twice the inlet
pressure amplitude to stall the simulation. With verification of the two-dimensional fan model,
this program formulated it high-frequency Fltx CO engine simulation using raw-by-row com-
pre su ►n system characteristics. In addition to the Fltk)(3) remote splitter fan, the program
Modified the na-Klel fan characteristics to simulate a proximate splitter version of the Fltx uo
trig ne. The re-,ponce of the F IOO models was compared to high-frequency (50-iT0 Hz)
augauentor rumble data with good comparison of phase, but differences in gain. The source of
the F'tuu model inarcuracv was traced to the fan duct model.
ix/x
INTRODUCTION
Gas turbine engine system design stresses the importance of developing the capability to
model high-frequency phenomena and, thus, properly simulate the effects of augmentor And
inlet disturbances on compression system response and stability. For example, augmentor
transient disturbances, which have been tracked forward through the fan duct and around the
inlet splitter, produce destabilizing effects on thn compression system. Design studies indicate
that transient operation of fan duct burners, variable geometry, and air ir.-ertor valves also
result in duct flow disturbances that impact compression system stability. Evaluation of
dynamic engine stability early in the design process requires a good dynamic engine model to
ensure propulsion system operational suitability.
NASA Contract NA53-20292 developed a high frequency TF30 turbofan engine model
with the objective of achieving reponse characteristics up to 100Hx. Modifications to the
compression system improved the dynamic response characteristics of the engine simulatioli
based on an investigation of the influence of size and number c f finite elements using strictly
one-dimensional modeling techniques. Based on the results of this program, high-frequency
engine simulations using finite cements can be assembled to optimize the engine dynamic
configuration with respect to dynamic characteristics and computer execution time. Resizing
the compression system finite elements improved the dynamic characteristics of the engine
simulation, but showed that additional refinements were required to obtain close agreement
between simulation and actual engine dynamic characteristics.
Modeling of the fan bypass/core stream dynamic coupling and the transient splitter
aerodynamics proved to be the main areas of needed improvement. Previous TF30 model
results indicated a pressure disturbance must be twice the amplitude observed in tests to
generate model instability. The simulation showed the fan to he the stability-luniting compo-
nent where test data shows rotating stall to be initiated in the low-pressure compressor. The
frequency response at the fan discharge of the model did not match recorded engine data
above approximately 20'Hz. 'I'he gain of fan discharge pressures in response to spatially
uniform (planar) periodic pressure disturbances introduced at the engine inlet did not compare
as well as desired with engine data.
'I'he technical approach of the turbofan model frequency response improvement program
conducted under contract NA53 . 21007 sou?ht to provide dynamic radial coupling in the fan by
describing the gas path ffowGeld of the fan in a two-dimensional format of radial ns well as
axial directions. Three describing equations of continuity, energy, and momentum across a
finite element were provided in the radial direction between the finite elements representing
the fan core stream and the fan bypass stream.
'Phis two-dimensional fan concept was constructed into a computer model and integrated
into a complete turbofan engine model. Using 'f'F30 engine component characteristics, the
frequency response of the turbofan model was compared to measured engine data. When
significant frequency response improvements resulted in the new 'i'F3u model compared to the
one-dimensional model. the Flinch:; ► engine was then modeled. In addition to the baseline
remote splitter FIM model, a proximate splitter Fl(K) model was also constructed. The
response of both F100 models was compared to measured engine test data.
Da
TWO-DIMBISIONAL PAN MODWL
Model conoepl
A majority of turbofan operation occurs with a radial warpage in discharge pressure
across the span of the fan. The sensitivity of the turbofan cycle balance requires a fan model to
account for this pressure warpage during all operating conditions, An average bypass fan
section and an average core fan section, as shown in figure 1, accomplishes this in the
cmt effective, one-dimensional gas path modeling technique. A great deal of accuracy has been
obtained in steady -state simulations by proper correlation of this warpage with some parame-
ter. such as hy'pass ratio.
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However, steady-state correlation- of warpage, which couple the bypass fan representa-
tion with the core fan representation. are nut necessarily sufficient for a dynamic representa-
tion. Iletermination of transient response for stability and suitability investigations requires.
definition of accurate transient flow paths for components in the model. Proper definition of
these paths. symbolized by the shift in bypass and core dividing streamlines as a function of
time, further requires the incorporation 4 radial dynamic coupling in the fan component.
This refined modeling technique allows radial communication between control volumes
that describe the inside diameter (ID) and outside diameter fOD) characteristics of the fan. In
a previous NASA contract (NAS3 20292), the dividing streamline, based on the steadystate
operating; bypass ratio of the fan. set the characteristics of the control volumes for the bypass
and core streams. However, no direct communication path existed between the control volumes
in the radial direction during a transient. The new model accomplishes this communication by
soloing the hasic unsteady flout•
 equations for the radial direction in additional to axial
direction calculations, as shown in figure 2.
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Raffia► Chwa►awwIll"
The one-dimensional fan model utilved the row-by-row characteristics of NAS3 . 1863A as
a l,a%e for the T -jo engine and NAF1 310 as a basso for the 1:100 enigine. These empirical
characteristic% descrihe the fan perfc of ms , in the core tiD) stream and in the bypass' (OD)
*fresm. A v .:vading" %treamline, as shown in figure 3, separates the core stream and byppaars
%tresm. Since the flew per unit area remains approximately constant. separate OD and II)
presmure rise ch,;racteriatics were described for each rotor  and stator, independent of the
streamline p+mition These characteristics, shown in Appendix R for the F'IOO fan, utilized the
following definitions:
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Two-Dimensional Equations
The mathematical approach to the two-dimensional flowfield follows as a natural
extension of the basic one-dimensional flow through a finite element, as described in Appendix
A. Conceptually, the elementn parallel each other with a primary flowpath in the axial
direction and a secondary flowpath in the radial direction. This generates the grid that makes
up the boundaries of the finite elements, as shown in figure 4. The velocity at the entrance and
exit of the element contains both axial and radial components. A four-point averaging of two
adjacent elements enables the computation of velocity at the radial boundary between the
element,. The hahic flow equations required to define the unsteady flow in an element are
continuity, momentum, and energy. Each equation describes a Basic property of the fluid flow:
namely mass,, momentum, and energy. It should be noted that the properties of masse and
esiergy within the finite element are scalar quantities, while momentum is a vector quantity.
The following equations for time derivatives of the properties can be written for Element
A in figure 4.
Ointinuttti Equation
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The continuity equation defines the time rate of change of mass in the element in terms
of the IIoH ill and uut o f the element. The momentum equation expresses the time rate of
change of momentum in the element due to mass transfer and forces on the fluid in the axial
direction, as well as the radial direction of flow. The energy equation represents the time rate
of change of energy as; the sum of the kinetic and potential energies of the fluid, the rate of
mechanical work done on the fluid, and the rate of heat addition to the fluid. Expressed in an
integral form, the equations define the quantities of mass, momentum, and energy within the
finite element in the following manner:
t'ontin to Equation
M	
f 
p d(Volumel	 ,^ pWAO
	
(111
The equation integrates by assuming a linear distribution of properties across the finite
element as follows:
IWO	 p .	 (F,	 ^,)Jx	 d x	 t 12)
A W	 A •	 (A .,xA ) dx
	
ll:;)
"Thus, the continuity equations becomes
i ND ,	 A	 + '?+, A	 +	 A	 + p.. A; ) lip	 (14)
which satities the contint6t% . principle:
(111)	 ,^^ (equations No. 5) (it 	 ,^^ tp,.A,,V,;;
	 p t A, , A',,	 jj, A. C,,,) (it
(2p A ; 2j, A
	
A
	
A;,) Ax
	
ti	 H 5)
Similar expressions have been derNed for the momentum And energy equations. Rqua
tions I t through 21 define the fluid conditions in Element A of figure 4.
Axial tNMO D	
f [
p A V	 1', A V,,	 p A,, V,; `', ; +
1'	 (tir r	 A,)	 or r	 + A, 1) + F] (it	 (Ili)
IG:A 1 A	 V, +(A, t 3A,) p r. +
tA, . A Ap,'N, ! 1, `," d i x	
(17)
g
Itaadial t O ND,	 f [n„A V,,,N'. -n A, V.. V,
W + P
	 (A,,.	 A,,:) + R'] dt	 t1ti1
[ ( AA	 + A t p,,V,
	 (A„ + 3A,.1 N,:V,,. +
lA	 A	 V, 1] x
t 1;11
th	 +	 i'i'i d.t ,„A,,V.
	
th	
+29 
{Vi
	 A, V.,
th	 +	 V„) E , A, V,.^ + d^- + dq	 dt	 (20)
(A
  C 5	 2l) >	 C 20
	 att > !
	
t 
A	
p 
i ) + A	 11”	 4.	 Pl.	 +
V	 2(	 ( 20	 15
(	 l' :	 ”'	 E^	 +	 Pi.	 Ax +
^•'	 CA	 16	 1;1 > + 
A	
C 1.5	 111 l! J
	
2
C I(3A,	 + A, ) 1 , 'I',	 + (A,. + 3A, 1 +,;'I",	 +
(A, + A, 1 t E,_'V + ,,,'I',)1	 Ax
	
1'2	 i2 1)
Radial Term
Becautie the olle-dllllensional core stre'anl and hypaass stream characteristics represent
average pressures in their respective stre,u ns,
 as shown in figure 1, a radial profile in pressure
nlay exist at a steady - state operating point. An inurement in radial momentum flux (it' in the
above equations) balances the effect of this pressure profile. Effort was extended without
success during the contract period to anal ,y tically predict this radial tern] as a I'unction of
blading design and operating conditions. 'Thus, the made] results reported herein contiist of
calculating the required steady state radial monientunl tern] and retaining the vector angle
between the radial and axial monlentunl l7uxe. as as constant during transients. For ;.mall
transients a\Nav front as steady state point, this method is probably adequate. However. as new
technique should he developed for large excursions.
10
Ti 30 ENGINE MODEL
The TF30 is a twin-spool augmented turbofan engine that mixes bypans and core gas
flows in the afterburner duct. The low-pressure spool is composed of a three-stage fan and a
six-stage compressor driven by a three-stage turbine. The high-,miosure spool consists of a
seven-stage compressor driven by a one-stage, air-cooled turbine. T-* combustor is a can type
surrounded by a secondary chamber that uses high-pressure compressor discharge air to cool
the burner cans and dilute the fuel-air mixture. Surge bleeds are incorporated at the seventh
and twelfth stage of the compression system
Engine TNt Data
NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) tested a TF30- P-3 engine to investigate engine
dynami,.s. These high frequency response results enabled an evaluation of the dynamic
characteristics of the engine simulation in the contract. Testing occurred in an altitude
chamber using the Lela' air jet system described in Reference 2, which induced dynamic
pressure variations at the front end of the engine. The average inlet conditions for the test
produced a Reynolds number index of 0.5 at an inlet pressure of 50.7 to 54.5 kPa abs 17.35 to
7.90 psia). Engine exhaust pressure was set at 16.5 kPa abs (2.4 psis) for all tests. As
illustrated in figure 5, high response total presaurp
 instrumentation locations included the
engine air inlet (Sta. 2.(1), the fan first-stator passage (Sta. 2.1), the fan cure stream discharge
(Sta. 2.3), fan bypass stream discharge (Sta, 2.3F), low-pressure compressor discharge (Sta.
3.0), twelfth stage stator passage (Sts, 3.12), and high-pressure compressor discharge (Sta. 4.0).
NASA devoted a portion of the test program to an investigation of the engine dynamic
response to :spatially uniform (planar) periodic pressure disturbances induced at the engine
inlet. By using the frequency-sweep test technique described in Reference 2, gain and phase
characteristics of response to the engine inlet pressure were established for pressures at the
internal engine stations of 2.3, 2.3F, 3.0, and 4.0. Figures 6 through 9 gl:ow the Sta. 2.3 and Sta.
2.3F gain and phase characteristics of the engine operating at 8600 NUN, 0 used for com-
parisons in this contract. Although the air jet stream was mechanically capable of frequencies
up to 2W Hz, Reference 2 cautions against using the data above So Hz because of the
measurable amplitudes in the engine inlet and fan compressor system pressures. Investigations
also included engine stability limits during the NASA test program. During these tests,
discrete frequency inlet pressures were induced and amplitude increased until either
stall surge was encountered or the amplitude limits of the air jet system were reached. Results
of these tests in terms of 1' amplitude at stall for 15 Hz frequency, as shown in figure 10,
provided data for comparison to the stability limits of the simulation.
Baseline Element Configuration
This modeling technology improvement program investigated methods to improve tur-
bofan engine system model response in the frequency range up to IN Hz. A previous NASA
contract (NAS3-202 1)2) utilized the 'I TF30 mixed flow turbofan engine in strictly
one-dimensional simulation technology studies. Through reduced-order analysis of the com-
pression system simulation element breakup, NAS.1-211292 showed thew the dynamic character-
istics of a stage-by-stage simulation at 100 Hz could be obtained with a more simplified
dynamic configuration, while realizing; substantial savings in computer execution time. The
analysis showed that the dynamic elements should be uniformly sized to achieve the best
frequency response. 'I'he optimum dynamic element configuration for the TF30 engine under
this program was 27 elements. 'Phis became the baseline for the present contract to investigate
simulation improvement by utilizing two-dimensional effects in the fan.
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The bowline 27 dynamic elements of the TPW engine; shma in fisure II c
 consist of 10
elements in the compression system and 17 elements for the remaining components of the
origin*. One modification was performed to the configuration of NA83 .20292 Involving the
interface location of the fan elements. The boundary location of the fin discharge elements
was relocated from aft of Stator 3 to forward of Stator 3 for both the fan bypass and core
strwma. This allows the dynamic element boundaries to coincide with the test data probe (Sta.
2.3 and fits. 2.31? ) locations. This dynamic element configuration with four fan elements (two
in the core stream and two in the bypass stream) made up the baseline TF30 configuration.
The model was operated with onlyone-dimensional effects to enable comparison with the
two-dimensional fan model. As will be discussed later, the four-element fan was also con•
figured with six and eight elements to investigate fan element configuration influence on
model response.
ReqW161 Hmpense COMPMW
Frequency response of the fan discharge pressure appears on bodie plots (gain and phase)
in figures 12 and 13 for the fan core stream and fan hypo stream, respectiv,,l;. The engine
plots originate from test frequency data and the model plots come from the lhitatrized transfer
function method described in Appendix A. The baseline two-dimensional fan model response
shows improvement over the one-dimensinal fan model. The fan care stream of the
two-dimensional model, as shown in figure 12, achieves resonant responses, whereas the
one-dimensional model produced only a gradual roll-off in gain and phase. At the low
frequencies (less than 25 Hz), the two-dimensional model is more attenuated than engine data.
but achieving rew ►nsnt frequencies is much more important for this extended frequency model.
These resonant frequencies of the model at .3.'i and 70 Hz compare with engine data of .l0 and
82 Hz. Even though the one-dimensional fan showed resonant frequencies in the bypass
stream, shinvn in figure 13, the overall trend of the two-dimensional model more closely
duplicates engine data and the large attenuation at 7 Hz has disappeared.
Discrete frequency Comparison
The model was exercised with discrete sinusoidal frequencies of 15, 30. (30, tit, and 100 Hz
un P: These frequencies were selected because of resonant peaks and valleys in engine data.
This stud ,yv generated data for comparison of model response with large amplitudes !identical
to engine data) to the linearized transfer function method wherein the partials were generated
with only 0.1, steps, as shown in Appendix A. In addition to determining the nonlinear
effects due to the large amplitudes, the results could be compared to discrete frequency engine
data.
Surprisingly, the model results of the discrete frequency analysis closely approximated
the linearized transfer functions analysis, as shown in figurex 14 and 15, with only differences in
phase denoted for high frequencies. Only three c ycles were run at each frequency. but by
examining the transient pressure traces shown in figures 16 through 20 the startup inac-
curacies appear to he gone. Tables I and 2 present the detailed results of the discrete
frequency analysis.
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Jt	 Table 1. Mr) Respimse of Sta. 2.3 (Fan Care) to Y(,
Knew Plata 1ludat data
F'requeno thJ(cretr 71"4nster t)►rrrrte
F'r, yuent % ttesix n+w • Suvrp. F r"ri^y Functmm F'ro(iuerVtY
1'. Ht (;r ►n 1 S db 9.5 db S.A dh 4.3 db
Phase 2 deg n dog 19 dog • 15 deg
q ► Ht G 4111 .16 d.1 4.2 db 2 5 db 1.4 dh
1'h(ese :'1 ► deft 7 deg N deft it) do
(a1 fir gain 2.7 db 4 4 db So db AM till
11,11060 Sh deft 52 deg 22 deft 2:1 deg
'4 2 Ht ' 6in + 1.5 db a db 42 db 5 2 db
1'ha%V 25 deft 67 deft K" deft 41 deaf
i ' M1	 li t Gsil1 4 t1 db NA S.5 dh 5 S dh
1'M"v 25 de; N, A 411 deft S4 deg
Table 2 TF:30 Response of Sta. 2.3F (Fan Bypass) (( ► P
Engine Vata M- 41- 1 !1010
Frequen t) t)(xrrrtr Trana/rr Ihxcrrhv
;) • yJ,en, i )((	 )s .n.e .ti(J rep Frequent t Fun. n,,n F'rryurnt %
1 "	 Fir Gnu ► N A dh 12.4 dh ti ti dh " N A
1'hawN 4 (leg 4 deg dry( V deg
u1 Ht (in111 .1 4 (ill ,t , dl, 2 ; 1111 ;ltt	 till
1'hn%r 1. dr$ 2S dry! 1f1 deft V deg
Idt	 li/ Gmil1 11111 till X1.9 dh S " dh ti.1i	 tilt
Phalle K t .leg 11r1 deg °', deg 46 deg
s' lit tin((, ; : (Ill 4	 t till 4u dh (i(,	 till
1414we 't deg 70 deg >i2 deg :,s ;leg
111(1	 Fit .;nu1 loo dh N,A 1+'t dh s u 1111
Phase 5 deg 'r A .7us If :►': deg
Stability Limits
The final evaluation of the imprt:vement in dynamic response due to the radically coupled
fan involved assessment of the „ahility limits of the fan. The evaluation was performed with a
13 Hz sinusoidal frequency on engine inlet pressure to determine the amplitude (d' pressure
required to stall the engine. The results showed a dramatic • improvement liver the
one dimensional model, as detailed in figure 21. tore stream stall in the simulation occurred at
can inlet pressure  amplitude of 23% (peak to peak) compared to 28.5r for engine data,
whereas the one-dimensional fan model required a 60% amplitude to stall the engine. Fven
then, the stall occurred in the hypass stream.
For this evaluation, pressure amplitude increased with transient simulated time, as shown
in figure 22. This allowed phasing of the simulation to adjust hefure the large amplitudes were
imposed to drive the turhomachinery pressure ratio over the stall limits. The gradual building
lit )amplitude approximated engine testing. A slower rate might have produced tin even closer
correlation hetween model and engine data. The simulation produced a stall at the minimum
inlet pressure, which duplicates the engine results reported in Reference 2.
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Inktahtht%. oc•t urred in th,, fan core and low-pressure compressor when the combined
pressure ratio and now were driven beyond rig stall limits, as shown in figure 2.1. Figure 24
shows that the fan hypaiass stream is not near its rig stall line. although thin was the stalling
comlx ►nent in the one dimensional model evaluation (Reference 1).
i•:xceeding the stability limit of a component can be viewed as the transient pressure ratin
exceeding mime value for a finite amount of time. The transient pressure ratio during a
sinusoidal disturbance can he analytically related to the discharge pressure respenae (gain and
pha»e) to inlet pressure. Shown on figure 215-A are two examples of transient pressure ratio
excursions as function. of exit pressure response. One example has 0 dh gain, but 90' phase
%hilt. Prepsure ratio increase. which is proportional tc) percent exit pressure minus percent
inlet preavaire, reached a maximum value of 141°'x.
The second example has zero phase shift, but a -6.0 db gain and resulted in a ,50'P
maximum increase in pressure ratio. Presented on figure 25 . 11 is this pressure ratio rela-
tionship over a range of gain and phase where the increase in pressure ratio is normalized with
inlet pressury • amplitude. The frequency response values from the engine data. 2' . D model.
and 111 inodel are als. ►
 presented on figure 2.5-Ii for cumpirison.
The twt ► dimensionalfail v ry closely approximate% engine data for lx► th the fan
hvpass and fan cure1ow pressure compreaau ►r streams. The lower attenuation encounterM in
the one diniensional niodel for the cure stream, even though phase is ch ►se to engine data.
remultN in lower pressure ratio increases, which prevents the cure from reaching the stability
linut.
Number of Ran Elements
Investigations included the dynamic configuration of the fan for further iniprovenlent tit
lre•tlijent'y respo n,v. The lotir-ell• i knit hafleline configuration consihted of two elements tit the
core stream and two ► elements in the bypass stream with the interface located between Stmo r I
aandHotor :1. A% shown tit figure :216. two more c'c rifigurations were evaluated conxisting of six
fund eight elenients. respectively. Muth configurations were stage-hy-stage representaationi, with
the eight element confi guration possessing different pairings of rows. and a separate element
for the space between Ho for :1 and the splitter.
Figures 2 7, and 2K detalil the frequency response results tit ' they trades on element
configuration. The fan discharge pressure response of the cure stream (Sta. 2-:1) and the hypass
stream o4ta. '2.*1 appear on the s-ime plot for each (if the configuraltion% with it reference plot
of ri.gine test data The pressure gain as si s own in figure 27. td'
 the engine data shows: much
less attenuation tit the cure stream for the Iow frequency (less then :lo liz) region than the
hypes stream. The hn%eline four-element configuration produced abotit the same ettentiation
for both streams. The six-element configuration shows separation of the two streams with the
bypass stream exaietly matching engine data. The eight-element configurittion shows further
M-1mration. hilt because the hypass strearn indit-Med too much attenuation. The resonant
1'r •tlu senc• ie of :10 and 82 Nz for the engine and :1:1 and 0 H7 for the modal remain about the
sanne for the different teen configurations. except than the eight-element fan configuration
,it H/ peak is very aatenuat d.
Similar trends existed lt ► r phase response between the different fail configurations.
Its shown in figure 28. Again. the six element configuration more closely approximated engine
delta than the other configurations.
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The dynamic element configuration trade study reached the conclusion that the
six-element stage-by-stage fan configuration is best suited for this application. It matched
engine data except for the fan core stream in the low-frequency region, and in the magnitude
of the high-frequency response amplitude peak. The low-frequency differences could be
explained by the low pressure and/or high pressure compressor representations.
40
F100 ENGINE (REMOTE sPLITTER FAN) MODEL
The F100(3) is an augments i, mixed-flow twin -spool turbofan similar in the arrangement
of components to the TF30 engine, as shown in figure 29, Compression system differences from
the TF30 engine include a three-stage fan without a low-pressure compressor, and a ten-stage
high-pressure compressor. Variable inlet guide vane are on the fan and the first three stages
of the high-pressure compressor. The physical splitter between the core and the duct bypass
streams is located 14 cm (5.5 in.) aft of the last fan rotor (remote splitter configuration).
Another version of the F100(3) engine locates the physi ►•.al splitter 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) aft of Rotor
:i (proximate splitter configuration).
Elonwnt Configuration
The dynamic element configuration of the F100 engine model duplicates the TF30 engine
Model, except for the compression system, The high-pressure compressor was divided into five
elements, which represents the same number utilized for the combined low- and high-pressure
compressors in the 'TF30 model. The fan was configured with eight elements, four in each
stream as shown in figure 30. This fan configuration duplicated the best staged configuration
of the TF30 model (six elements) with an additional element in each stream forward of the
splitter to account for the increased axial length of 14'cm (5.5 in.).
Fan Characteristics
The F100 remote splitter fan model was matched at the fan steady-state operating
condition for a 0.9 Mach number and 50.Wo ft altitude (0.9/50k) flight condition. The dividing
streamline parameters (AREA and r, as described in Appendix B) were fixed at a bypass ratio
condition equal to 0.671. This configuration was operated transiently by slowly increasing and
decreasing bypass exhaust pressure in order to verify
 fan steady-state performance character-
istics during the dynamic mode. These very slow transients resulted in essentially steady-state
performance. As noted in figure :11, the fan warpage characteristic matched exactly with rig
and engine data.
The resulting model radial and axial physical flows after these slow transients to higher
and lower bypass ratios appear in figure :12. The trend of radial flow in the fan rows indicates
rapidly increasing physical flows progressing through the fan. but the corrected flow variation
is much less. At first observation, the direction of radial flows in the turbomachinery rows
appears to be in the wrong direction. 'The radial flows for the higher bypass case progress
toward the 1I). However, this direction is correct in order to represent the movement of the
dividing streamlines, as shown schematically in figure 33. The 0I) row performance character-
istics represent a function of corrected flow per unit area WA). With the area fixed from the
initial steady-state splitting streamline location, the 01) stream diverts flow in the radial
direction to obtain the (J►/A) required to produce the correct pressure rise for this increased
hypass ratio condition of figure 33. 'Phis diverted radial flow represents the movement of the
dividing streamline toward the I1). Downstream of Hotur :t, the radial pressure warpage
generated by the row characteristics produces a radial flow toward the 01?, which represents
the direction of the bending of the splitting streamline in relation to the initial steady-state
splitting streamline location.
Therefore, the following observations were made concerning this radial flow model:
0 The direction of the radial flows in the turbomachinery rows is the
direction that the splitting streamline moves.
• The direction of the radial flows in front of the splitter is the direction of
streamline bending relative to the steady state location.
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The fan representation with radial flows matched steady-state characteristics (flatus 31)
when the derivatives (if the dynamics wore very mull talow transient) This points out the
potential of using radial now representation& in steady-state modeling to obtain accurate
byl)4" ratio effects.
H99h Frequ wy CompwWon
This• portion of the investigation compared the F100 engine model to high frequency
rumble tht ► ili) transient data generated on engine FX219 . 1:3 at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center tAHDC) irE 1974. Avaiiable high•reapmnse instrumentation data traces
included augmentor pressure, fan exit OD and lD pressures, and main burner pressures.
Engine model evaluation proceeded by creating a model interface at the augmentor location to
accept the rumble pressure (ascillations of engine data as model input.
The resulting model response in terms of fan discharge pressures and mainburner
pressure to the Input augmentor pre+nure rumble of 52 HZ at a flight condition of 0.91ta0k
appears in figure :14. The fan discharge pressures of the model, particularly the 01) stream,
show gtx ►d correlation lit but amiilitudes are tt ►t ► large indicating less attenuation of the
input augmentor pressure.
This study reached the conclusion that the lower attenuation of the fan discharge
pressures resulted from an inadeyuat ,• bypsass duct model between the fail augmentor. The
engine model duct representation conAiKterl of four axial element• with of constant area,
whereas a large crow. sectional area %ariation exists in the real engine down the length of the
ducts.
N'h(-n the I• IM flan tla( ►clel was first assembled, it operated in it compression a+ystem "rig"
mottle coni-is`ting tit F11K) fail and compresmir row chnracteristica and a duct Module identical to
the'1'h:tu engine duct to verify model operation with augmentor pressure inputs. Operation of
this rig model with identical faugnlentor rumble oscillations • Klslted in tail discharge pressures
shown in figure:(.). As can lie oust 'ved. the amplitude of tno.iel tan discharge pressures clottely
approximated engine data. alt lough slightly more attenuated. while ll 55*
additional phase angle existed. It wait anticipaated that a tomplete I''1tM) engine model with a
more representative FIN) duct (length. pre"tire l(wites. and average area) would correct this
phase angle error. As noted in the engine model version depicted in figure 34, the phase
improved. but at the expense of a large change in gain. Other differences between Cle rig and
engine models included fan exit guide vanes and an increased number of fails dynamic elements
from four lit the rig to eight in the engine model. However. the duct representation change
produced the largest influence. An adequate duct model for this frequency hand width should
include it variable area with more thin four dynamic elements.
Model compression s vste m 1) aralneters appear Ili figures 36 through 41 (luring the engine
simulated +s;; H/ rumble transient. The large 12-f ) variation in fan bypass ratio at the s;•littei
reflects` the excursions of the tun 01) flow streaani relative ti ► the I1) flow stream, as shown in
figure :Ili. I'.xcursion-. of this. magnitude at this high 1retltivnc_v p(iint out the need for
aerodynatnir coupling of the two streams.
Figure% 37. 3S. and :I!) sht - the transient oil maps for mass averaged. 01). find 11)
presstre ratit ►s. respectively. The average pressure riltio moved toward the =tall line with it
maxinilim presstre ratio increase of 9.2 1( and ai 2( rechiction in flow. 01) pre )tire ratio
increased by it maxinilim id 9Yi . while the 11) pressure ratio ► increased by SA)'c . ' I'll(- transient
tit the high-pressure compressor basically paralleled the Mall line with an approximate
• 1.25ri flow excursion. as shown in figure .10.
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Figure 41 illustrates the model fan pressure transient warpage characteristics along with
the steady-state characteristic. As shown previously, steady-state model performance matched
engine data over a much wider excursion than this rumble transient. Therefore, model
response was different with the two-dimensional fan than if fan performance during the
transient had been forced to match this warpage (bypass ratio) correlation.
'Phis investigation also compared the model with the same engine (FX219. 13) during an
additional augmentor rumble transient. A flight condition of 1.6/64K was selected because the
fan operates at a lower operating point than at the 0.9/50K flight condition. The comparison
between model fan discharge pressures and engine data appears in figure 42 ; As in the other
remote splitter rumble comparison, model fan discharge pressures were less attenuated than
engine data.
stabNity L.hMs
A final evaluation induced low frequency sinusoidal inlet pressure waves into the 1:100
engine with re=mote splitter model to determine the model stability limit. At a simulated flight
condition of 0.7/30K, 8 -Hz sine waves on P, were input at four different amplitudes. As would
he expected, the larger input amplitude-- pr::eluced larger transient fan pressure ratios until the
stability limit was obtained, as shown in figure 4:1. The condition with an amplitude of
• 21.3% (42."M peak to peak) resulted in model stall ver y
 close to the rig fan stall line
detailed in figure 44.
The frequency response (gain and phase) listed below represent ti;n discharge pressure
responses to the S -Hz discrete frequency inlet pressure disturbances.
Gain	 Phase
Fan I1)	 -0.72db	 -200
Fail 01)	 -0.42dh	 1:10
The c(imhined effect of gain and phase oil pressure ratio increase appears in the
analytical relationship of figure 4.5 and shows good correlation with the model maximum
pressure ratios seen in figure 4:1 before the model stall occurs.
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Fltllo ENQINE (PRO) MATE IIPUrr1M FAIT) MODEL
Faa GFu	 it—
The F100 fan model underwent two modifications to simulate the engine with a
proximate splitter. The physical splitter extended forward to within 0.6 in. of Rotor 3. First,
the "space" element between Rotor 3 and the sputter was reduced from an axial length of 6.6
to 0.6 in, Second, a pressure calculation due to expansion/ contraction between Rotor 3 and the
splitter was added. The area ratios for this exaansion/contraetion represent the difference
between dividing streamline location on Rotor .3 and the nose of the splitter. Thu calculation
procedure was included in the correlation of the empirical characteristics of the TF30
proximate sputter fan, but was not required to correlate the F100 remote splitter fan data.
The Vim proximate splitter fan data exhibits a steeper warpage characteristic than the
remote sputter, as rtAicated in figure 46. The added area ratio calculation in the model moved
the steady-state levee of warpage to match the proximate data level. The sr-.suer space
between Motor :3 and the sputter provides a stiffer resistance that accounts for tiie steeper
warpage slope, but the verification of this characteristic after a slow transient (as done for the
remote splitter) was not performed due to schedule and resource limitation-.
High Frequency Comparison
This evaluation compared the FIN) engine model with simulated proximate splitter to
rumble data from engine 1 1 969 with close coupled instrumentation. This instrumentation
utilized Statham transducers mounted on the engine ("close") but some distance from the
probe. The lower frequency response of the Statham transducer (compared to a kulite for
high-response instrumentation) coupled with the dynamics of the "close" connecting tube
resulted in some attenuation and phase shift in the recorded rumble signals. Rumble data for a
proximate splitter l •'1tx) with high-response instrumentation was not mailable. A comparison
tit' the ti p - Hz rumble data of this engine to model reslx ►nse at a flight condition of 0.4/28k
appears in figure a ,1. ':'he comparison appears much closer than for the remote splitter engine,
but because of the chore-coupled instrumentation which attenuated actual amplitude ex-
cursions, no valid conclusions can he made between the proximate and remote splitter models.
The compression systent transient excursions shown in figures 46 through rM are larger
than the remote splitter rumble, even though the auumentor rumble amplitudes for each were
both about 25%n peak to peak, The fan bypass ratio transient shown in figure 49 is :321",, peak
to peak, but includes a 19 17c chanKN in the reduced bypass direction. The slow transient
per(ormance characteristics of the m(KA were not verified. The tan map transients of pressure
ratio versus flow shown in figures 51, P 1. and 5:1 show the +tall line being approached due to a
:3 17 decrease in flow with only a 1.5 "ro flow increase. This trend results fro m the steep ichoked)
pumping characteristic of the fan. The transient in the high-pressure t% ►preKsor shown in
figure 47 basically parallels the stall line.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This program created a fan model using two- dimensional modeling equations to add
dynamic radial coupling between the cure stream and the bypeas stream of the fan. When
incorlmrated into a twin-spool, mixed now turbofan engine simulation, this model improved
frequency response up to 100 Hs. This modelling technology improvement was verified through
comparison with NASA TF'30 engine high-frequency data. The new fan model also matched
engine stability limits at low frequency (1.5 Hz), whereas the one-dimensional fan model
required twice the inlet pressure amplitude to stall the simulation.
With this verification of the improved fart model, a high-frequency F100 engine sim-
ulation was constructed using raw-by-row compression system characteristics. in addition to
the baseline F 1000.) remote splitter fan, the model fan characteristics underwent modification
to simulate the Fltx) proximate splitter fan. Upon comparisom, the F1(k) m(ldels showed gocld
correlation with high-frequency 050 to 60 Hz) rumble data. The F100 remote splitter model fan
stability limit wets verified by impc ►xing inlet planar pressure variations at a low frequency (ti
HI).
Specific highlights of these results include:
TF".ht simulation:
• The improved baseline two-dimensional fan model in the engine simulation
compared to the tones -dimensional fan mule! and !NASA engine data for
frequencies up to text 1-Ii appear in the frequency response llt ►clie plots ill
figurer 11 and 13. The new model (lid show resonant frequencies in both
the tan cure and bypass streams. even though the absolute magnitudes of
these resonant frequencues were in slight error.
• The baseline four element ciytlamic fail he improved slightly by use
of it stage-by-stage six element configuralion its shown in figures :.►ti. 27.
and 2S.
• Operating the simulation with discrete, cyclic inlet pressure variations of
the same amplitude as engine data resulted in close agreement in response
to the snore cost-effective transfer fu ► tction method of model frequency
response. as shown in figures 14 and 15.
• The stability limit of the new fart model agreed well with engine tlala at lei
Hz, as shown in figure 21. Core stream stall act arred in the simulation at
an inlet pressure amplitude of 2.11 peak to peak compared to 28% for
engine data. whereas the old model with the one-dimensional fan required
it tit ► r'r amplitude to stall, anti the stall occurred incorrectly in the fan
bypass stream,
• All analytical relationship of inaximurn fail pressure ratio increases due to
variations In gait and phase of fail pressure•
 was generated. This
relationship ran be used to quantify the combined effects of discharge
pressure gain and phase oil (maximum pressure ratio) limits of
turbomat• hinery. as shown in figure 2:') for the stability limits of the TF,1tt
tnt ►ciels.
0
h'iof) He-nafitt splitter Fan Simulation
• The two dimensional fail with radio) flaws matched engine data
characteristics when allowed to reach steadystate operation after a tran-
sient. it% shown in figure 46.
• Augmentor pressure variations (rumble) at 50 Ha were imposed on the
model and resulting fan discharge pressures compared with engine data at
t1.9,'50k and i.ti,'ti4k flight conditions, u shown in figures :34 and 42,
respectively. Phase compared well and the higher gain of the model
probably resulted from an inadequate duct model.
• Transient fail
	 ratio variations during a 52 Hz rumble transient
appear lit .tti. The large magnitude (28 1r)
 variation points out the
need for d >• natmic coupling between the two fan streams in high-frequency
simulations.
• Intreusing amplitude oil 	 inlet pressure (l' ) cyclic variations re
salted lit
	 agreement between the model fan stability limit and the fan
rig data. its shown in figure 44.
F'la h ► 1'rs+s, ►rauts tie ►litter Fan emulation
• The remote fan splitter was changed to simulate the proximate fan splitter
ronligtiration characteristics. The change amounted to an additional ex-
pansion/contraction pressure calculation term &,wnstream of Rotor :1 that
represented ill) area variation between the location of the splitting
strea ►nhne on Motor a and the nose of the splitter. The initial steady-state
volithtion before the rumble transient matched proximate splitter ['all
tiarpagv data. its sbo%%n lit figure -tai, but other utt design conditions were
not %critled_ A more at - curatt. representation tit the proximate fail splitter
would recltlire new Rotor a chi ► racteristic•s that include radial flow effects
un %%arpagv. that this wits beYond the scope tit' ibis contract.
• Ctimparimin of the proximate lan splitter simulation with 57-11z rumble
data at it condition tot O.-V28k appears in figure 5t ► . Although tit(- gain
of the tan disc harge pressures appear much better than the remote splitter
model, the proximate engine instrumentation was close coupled, not
high-n-sponse instrumentation as in the remote engine. Therefore. because
the close cotipled instrumentation clipped oCt the maximum and minimum
pressure aulplitudes, the exact model fidelit} v could not he determined.
it
1W
COMCWS MS AND !lECOMIAEMOATHM
'rho following conclusions and recommendations were drawn from the modeling technolo-
gy improvements acquired under this investigation of remote and proximate fan spiitter model
simulations:
• The two-dimensional fan model using radial, dynamic coupling between
the fan ID and OD axial flow streams produced significant improvements
in frequency response.
• High-frequency (greater than IOHz) dynamic simulations of mixed flow
turbofan engines require dynamic coupling between fan ID and OD axial
now streams to approach the correct frequency response.
• The TF":30 and FiOO engine models developed under this contract exhibit
sufficient frequency response accuracy to help plan high frequency engine
testing and anist in data analyses.
• 'Technology improvements in duct and augmentor models should be
pursued for turbofan engine model applications where accurate resonant
frequencies are required.
• Additional modeling technology might be required, such as separating the
variable area flow path effect from the row "actuator disk" characteristic.
• The potential of steady-state fan characteristics using radial now for the
bypass: variation should be explored.
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APPENM A
DYNAMIC i (OUATH MS AND SOLUTIONS
Dytnamia Egwtiions
This appendix describes the equations used to simulate dynamic operation of an engine
and to calculate frequency response. The equations express the dynamics of rotor speed
transients, unstoady compressor aerodynamics, and gas path fluid flow.
Rabe Dynemko
Simulation of engine transient operation requires accrmriting for the effects of rotor
dynamics Acceleration or deceleration of the rotors occurs when turbine horsepower exceeds
or becomes less than compressor horsepower requirements. The basic formula used to calculate
rotor speed changes is
dN
dt	 1,
where'
AQ	 rotor torque unbalance
I,	 z rotor polor moment of inertia
N	 - rotor speed
Unsteady Compressor Aerodynamics
Incorporating unsteady aerodynamic effects accounts for the deviations from
quasi steady lift characteristics that an airfoil exhibits in a transient now environment. Inlet
airflow incidence angle changes require a finite period of time to propagate to the trailing edge
of the airfoil. This effect on airfoil performance appears in figure .5A. The difference in airfoil
lift coefficient translates into deviations in blade and vane loss characteristics for compressor
operation, as ilhtstrated in figure 5.5. The net effect on compressor operation is an effective
modification of` compressor map characteristics in a high-frequency operating environment.
The unsteady effects are computed by applying a first-order lag to the quasi-steady
entrophy change across the rotor or stator. The quasi-steady entrophy change comes from the
equat ion
Js = (
7
-Ii
) 
R 9n TR, - R Rn PR,	 W)
where, TH' and 1'12, are the total temperature and total pressure ratios defined by the rotor or
stator characteristics. A time constant modifies the quasi-steady entrophy change that repre-
sents a function of the rotor or stator chord length and the axial velocity at the stator or rotor
exit, such that
chord len th_
r	 axial velocity	 W,
(Al)
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Tha dynamic entropy change is obtainod by appl.ing tho thno conoWnt as shown below:
'14
	
I -- 44'
n + 1	 (A4)
Equation A2 is rewritten to solve for dynamic pressure ratio
PH	 exp C	 en TR, -	 1
	
(A8)
where temperature ratio is held constant at the quasi-sRteady value.
Flald Flaw Dynamkr Eq"Hons
The general relationships that describe one -dimensional fluid flow phenomena recognize
three basic properties: mass of the fluid, its momentum, and its energy. These represent
conservation properties in that a change to any one of them within the bouasdaries of a system
must he the result of quantities passing through the boundaries. In most babic terms, then,
these relsations+hip+ can be expressed as
Amass„ Mass, - Mass-,	 (A6)
.Momentum., = Momentum,, - Momentum-, 	 W)
.%Energy, , = Energy., - Energy.., 	 ( A8)
where, VV refers to a hounded system known as a control volume or finite element; "in" refers
to quantities entering the finite element; and "out" refers to quantities leaving the finite
element. The introduction of the independent variable time (t) allows: the formulation of
equations that describe the properties within the finite element at a particular value of time,
>';uch that
m	 mass	
Mass f JMass At	 .JMasss., AtMt -	 At	 (Ay)
I'	 Momentum	 MomentumAM.sns.^ntum,At
	 AMomentum At
	
,t_ _---	 -	 - - At_	 .	 (Aiu)
K	 Energy	 Energy	 + AEne y , .fit	 AF;n_er#y ,AtAt	 At	 (Al I ►
As At approaches zero, the right-hand side of these equations: represent integrals with respect
to time of the time deviations of the incoming and outgoing quantities;. `I'hes+e may be
expresses) iu• follows;
m = f ► m,' " , t • dt	 (A 12)
I)	 J .
	
 
•sl'i;st • (it	 (A 13)
E	
f 
#R'm • dt	 (A1-1(
,
7.5
m 
=pAv=W
at
a 	 a(mv =
at	 at
a = hl„
h, - f CpdT + 0.5 pv' - f CpdTT
where,
(AIN
(A16)
(AM
(A16)
am
vat + r at	 vW + EF
At this point, recognize that the solutions obtained must be in terms of the parameters
with which fluid systeras are normally identified; i.e., pressure, temperature, density, and
velocity. The first forxr um presented represent time deviations of the three basic properties at
the boundaries of the system, The formulas that follow represent quantities of the properties
within the finite elervent at a particular time.
Figure 56 Ihows a representation of the geometry within a typical finite element. The
time derivatives of the properties, either incoming or outgoing, may be represented by:
The mass derivative (Equation A15) is density times the area normal to the flow direction
times the distance traveled by the fluid per time differential, This latter quantity is the
velocity of the fluid. Time rate of change consists of two terms, the first describing the change
in momemtum due to mass transfer and the second consisting of the summation of forces on
the fluid in the direction of the flow. This second term represents an application of Newton's
Second Law to the finite element. The energy derivative, expressed in terms of total enthalpy,
is the sum of the specific kinetic energy of the fluid and the specific potential, or thermal,
energy contained in the fluid. The specific enthalpy is multiplied by flow to obtain the time
rate of change in energy at the boundary.
At this point, the time derivatives of mass, momentum, and en-rgy have been identified
in terms of the parameters usually associated with fluid flow. In particular, these quantities
have been defined at the boundaries af a finite element, or control volume, assuming that the
flowfield is one dimensional. Spatial integrals, which define the quantities of mass, mome n
-tum, and energy with the boundaries, are given by:
m = f pdV = f pAdL	 (A19)
P = f pvdV = f pAvdI.	 (A20)
E = f 0.5 pv'dV + f pCvTdV — f [0.5 v + CvT] pAdL
	 (A21)
A basic assumption in the implementation of the finite eleme°Zt technique foiiows that
the parameters of elements very in a linear fashion from one side to the other. These formula
for the spatial variations in the general parameter are:
p = P., +(—P...,,Lp,,,	 L	 (A22)
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1117
where, L varies from O to	 L across the element. This formula is applied to variation in
pressure, temperature, density, area, and velocity across the element.
Substitution of these equation into the spatial integrals allows their evaluation and
yields the following function for the properties within the finite element:
m — f(p, A, AL) 	 (A28)
p - f(p, A, v, AL)	 (A24)
E — f(p, A, v, T, AL.) 	 (A25)
One term still remain to be defined: the sum of the forces on the fluid exerted by its
surrounding the flow direction ( F), whWh appears in the equation for the time rate of
change in momentum. Figure 56 shows that the geometry of the flnit4 element plays a role in
the assessment of the forces exerted in the fluid. The boundaries through which flow passes
are assumed to be normal to the flow direction. The walls of the duct form the other boundary
of the clement. Total force consists of two parts: the force exerted by the fluid outside the
element and the force exerted by the walls on the fluid inside the element. The first term is
simply pressure times the flow area at the boundary. In the absence of friction or any area
variation across the element, there are no body forces exerted by the walls in the flow
direction.
The sum of forces on the fluid within the finite element then becomes:
V - p,.A.. — p,w,A,.,	 (A26a)
Up to this point, the discussion has been limited to one-dimensional flow in ducts
without considering the changes to the properties imposed by external mechanisms; in
particular, changes due to the forces on the fluid exerted by the turbomachinery and the rate
of energy transfer to the fluid in the form of mechanical work, such that
F'	 = force on the fluid due to mechanical components	 (A27)
dW/dt = rate of mechanical work perform ,?d on the fluid by the mechanical
components
The spatial integrals of Equations A19 through A21 define the three equations which govern
fluid flow within a one-dimensional finite element These equations may be written as:
m	 (2p,,,A,,, + 2p_,A_, + pA_, + p.,,,,A) AL/6	 (A :8)
= f (W,,,
	W,,) dt	 (A29)
P	 G;A.., + A.,, I p,,,v,,, + (A	 + 3A..,) p,.,,v,.,, + (A,,, + A_) (p,,.v,.., + p,.,,v)] AL/12	 (A30)
= f (W v, _ W.,,,v
	
+ P,„ A,,, - P,,,,,A, .,, + F) dt 	 (A31)
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TF (A35)
E	 %	 I A I p /5 + p.,,,120) + A .., (p J20 + p,...130 )) +
V.., (A (p /30 + pJ20) + A ., (p,„/20 + p.,,,15)) +
v„v,, (A (p, /10 + p...,115) + A„„ (pM115 + p,-110))] AL/2 +
Cv 10A.. + A ,f p..T„, + (A,,, + 3A. w l P.-T.- +
W, + A ,A (p T + p...,T,)) AL/12	 (A32)
[h, W,. h, ..,,W.... + dW I dt	 (AM)
[it external force and a!nergy derivative inputs to a finite element, a concept
known as the actuator disk is employed. In this model, a series of disks of negligible length,
across which the total temperature and pressure+ change as a specific function of a specific
component characteristic, represent the tuebomachinery. The effect of these chAnges on the
momentum and energy flux at the incoming boundary of the finite element become part of the
calculations by utilizing the parameters that result from the component characteristics in the
calculation of incoming momentum and energy derivatives. This concept appears schematically
in figure 57. The "in” station represents the inlet of the component, while conditions that
would exist at the component exit in the steady-state condition are assumed at the "in"'
station. Momentum and energy derivatives computed as a function of conditions at this station
include the effects of the turbomachinery components. On this basis, the expressions for the
time derivatives of momentum and energy presented in Equations A28 and A29 can be
modified in the following manner:
W 'v,,.' + P„,'A.,. = W,,.v,, + P.„A,, + F
	 (AW
e`
I
The engine simulation describes compressor characteristics rn a row-hy-row basis.
Dynamically, the model utilizes finite elements to describe compressor operation. The finite
element configuration requires that row performance characteristics be combined algebraically
to establish the properties associated with the finite element actuator disk.
Solution Techn;quo
The previous section def"Wed three ordinary differential equations (ODE) applicable to a
single finite element within an arbitrary flowfield. This set can be applied to each of the
elements of the system. The resulting set of equations, when solved simultaneously, describe
the flowfield at any point in time, given the time history of the field up to that point and its
current boundary conditions. The simulated response of the system consists of a series of
solutions at the discrete values of time required by the particular problem being studied. It
must commence with a steady-state solution which provides the required initial values of the
properties.
The transient solution technique applies implicit solution methods directly to the ODE.
A simple trapezoidal numerical integration scheme is applied to the time derivatives of the
properties, as shown in F,gtiations A15 through A17. 'Phis results in a set cif non-linear
algebraic equations which yield solutions at iiscrete values of time it an interativ- manner.
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rTht concept referred to above is generally known as a relaxative method. Relaxative
methods rely on solving a set of implicitly defined relationships in an interative manner. This
solution method uses a set of independent variables which permit computation of both the
right-hand and left -hand sides of the set of governing equations GAuations A28 through A34).
A solution is obtained when, for a particular set of boundary conditions, the values of all
independent variables satisfy the equations.
In applying this method to the set of non -linear algebraic equations which are used to
Model the dynamic behavior of the flowfield described by an arbiLvy set of finite elements, a
set of three variables describing conditions at Che exit of each element must be chosen. Two of
these must describe the state of fluid, while the 61rd must describe its motion. Pressure and
temperature, either static or total, are chosen for the first two, while mass flow or velocity is
used for the third. This set of variables is sufficient to explicitly calculate both sides of the
three equations and, hence, the three error terms associated with them. Additional pairs of
independent variables and errors are used to implicity define boundary conditions or con-
straints of the system that cannot be expressed explicitly. Theme include the flow areas in the
turbines and at the exhaust nozzle. A sophisticated non-linear equation solver, utilizing a
modified Newton - Raphson approach, operates on this set of independent variables and errors
to achieve the required solutions.
Frequency Respon" Cakulaflon
Frequency response, defined as gain and phase versus frequency of the simulation was
evaluated by two methods: (1) transfer functions aad (2) amplitude and phase analysis of
response to discrete frequency sine waves at P,,. The capability of these analytical methods
was consolidated into the engine simulation and could be activated via input.
The transfer function combined a state-variable definition of the engine with the routines
of Seidel, as reported in Reference 3. As described in Reference 4, the state-variable method
provided a linear description of a system using first -order differential equations it the form:
x(t) — Ax(t) + Bu(t)
	 (A36)
where:
x	 - state vector
u	 = input vector
A	 = system matrix
B	 = input matrix
The output system is described by:
y(t) — Cx(t) + Du(t)	 (A37)
where:
y	 = output vector
C	 = output matrix
D	 = output/input direct coupling matrix
M 
The matrices in the above expressions consist of partial derivatives determined from the
simulation of finite i fferences. Each state and input variable perturb individually with all
others held constant.
'^	 81
The state variables used for the baseline simulation include ► mass, momentum, and energy
of each dynamic element, core exhaust for dynamic mixing, and fuel flow for the engine fuel
control. The input variable is Pn. and the output variables are P,y, and P,,,,r. Formulation of
these variables results in matrices of the following form for a 62nd-order system
A = ax,.. _—__—__ 81,8x,
I	 I
t	 1
g 8u,
I
I
I	 I
ILL	 4"6
I
au,8x,	 836
C = —X- — — — — — — — Oax,	 8xa
I	 I
I	 I
D = AXI-8u,
I
I
I	 I
- y	------- -	 -
I
AIL
8x,	 ax.t au,
Using the computer routines of Seidel furnished by NASA-GeRC and reported in
Reference 3, matrix algebra solved Equations A36 and A37 simultaneously to define the
transfer function y(t)/u(t). The resulting gain and phase characteristics of the simulation were
obtained from the transfer functions.
The second method for defining simulation frequency response utilized direct analysis of
a transient induced by discrete frequency sine waves applied to inlet pressure. As shown in
figure 58, direct meas; ,rement of input pressure and output pressure wave amplitude and
phase lag were made from the time traces of the transient.
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APPENDIX 8
F1W FAN ROW CNARACTEMSTICS
This appendix describes the blade row performance characteristics of the FIOOM fan, as
modeled under this contract. Thaw blade row characteristics (from Reference b) are derived
from empirical FIOO fan rig data plus extrapolations based on cascade correlations. A static
pressure rise characteristic simulates the stationary (stator) element, while a state pressure
rise characteristic plus a total temperature rise characteristic represent the rot. - ng (rotor)
element. A "dividing" streamline separates the fan core (M) flow from the f pass (OD)
flow. A given location of the dividing streamline, which varies with bypass ao, defines the
flow areas in the ID and OD streams. The assumption made here is that tww per unit area
across the span of the fan remains constant.
Figures 58 through SS present the fan row characteristics for the ID flow stream and the
OD flow stream. The performance parameters of W for the static pressure rise and (A) for the
total temperature rise represent functions of the mass flow parameter (#/A) and the speed
parameter. These parameters are defined in the following manner for either the ID stream or
the OD stream, where speed parameter accounts for variable guide vane effects:
AP B ( N/^)p r2	
1)PSI	 (BPs (N/VO-)2	 r2
AT r
	 ) D r2
I,AMDA = - --
(LN^
	 B	 (B2 )
T.r (N/ r) 2 r2
Wr6
	
1 ((NIVO—) D , rB
PHI/A	
VA	
(83)
(Ni 3 6)	 r
SPUD PARAMETER	
(N/ r)	 04)
K1 + (K2)a
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L__.
where:
A	 = stream area (1D or OD) defined by location of dividing streamline
K1,K2 — empirical constants relating vane angle and speed
N	 = rotor speed
P	 = pressure
r	 K radius to center of stream area (11) or OD)
T	 temperature
W	 = physical flow rate
= angle of inlet guide vanes
= exit - inlet
-^ pressure/standard pressure
= temperature/standard temperature
Subscripts
B	 = base radius at bypass ratio - 1.0
D	 - design conditions
s	 - static
T	 = total
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